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VELVET CARPET

[https://vimeo.com/311000144][password: carpet] —
film “Projections”, by Martins Ratniks [link]

Velvet Carpet is a durational object whose goal is to become a place of connection. It is the beginning and
the end, one time and another, repeating and changing evermore. A place that loses and recovers its
origin, moving away from it, in order to reconnect with it again. It is a place of reunion and conscious and
unconscious communion. A place shared by strangers and acquaintances as they cross and meets. It is a
non-communication node that paradoxically communicates through visible and invisible elements. At the
end it is precisely through these exchanges that places " in-between" become portals to the unknown.
Velvet Carpet is an installation-performance. It's a floating landscape that reveals the immaterial matter
that surrounds us, the ethereal, through frequencies that reverberate the audience and through the audiovisual trace left in the space. The play stitches the past and the future with the here and now, constantly
activated by those who inhabit it.
In itself an ecology, Velvet Carpet relates a several entity organism - video projection, live music, live
dance and word - with the hosting space and the audience. It is inspired in the possibility of filling a
frontier believed empty, turning it into place and environment and becoming an ecosystem in its own
right. The piece aims to transmit an immersive experience of the invisible made visible through visible
and invisible waves, sound frequencies, light, word and human body movements. Achieving at the end a
sort of fulfilment through the presence of the audience in its capacity of integral node in the
communication and the performing routes.
Velvet Carpet opens the borders of an installation, completing it with a choreography and vice-versa. Its
live music sound track determines the movement of the dancer in the space and draws their relation
through him. The body is then dematerialized in the space leaving traces of light, sound and shadow text
that form the living set to extend the experience of the public. Underlining the circularity of an absent
presence, the experience aims to give continuity of the dance into the visitors drifting body.
A horizontal velvet carpet and a vertical translucent material define the installation space. Sound,
video and shadow text will feed the space, reflecting the circulation and permeability imprinted in the
place, by replacing the human body on one hand and by the other hand enlightening the lack of it,
revolving into ritualistic forms that mirror voice and gesture.
This artistic work proposes a neuralgic centre of crossing spaces, knowledge’s and matter. It offers the
public a sensorial experience of both choreography and installation and, through a contemporary
perspective; it draws a tension line between appearing and disappearing in order to achieve an
expression of an in-between place.
Velvet Carpet departs from different disciplines and points of view within the artistic creative process. The
spectacular space exists in a constant reconfiguration: be it through audio-visual devices or through the
fleeting passage of bodies (other places) of audience and interpreters alike. The digital bodies transmit the
base theoretical concepts through their own mechanisms (light and sound) artistically expanded, and
therefore link themselves to the human bodies and their own mechanisms (gestures, vibrations, rhythms).
The union of a theoretical reading along with its artistic demonstration, using original video projections,
sound and dance, make Velvet Carpet an object that questions contemporary creation, its methods and
inter-artistic collaborations. And, above all, one that proposes an environment that invites a diverse
audience to be part of the artistic object, activating it and being activated by it.
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Biographies
Pedro Prazeres — conception, somatic practices, choreography and interpretation
[www.pedroprazeres.com]

Pedro Prazeres’ work binds dance and landscape on a symbiotic relation of crossed knowledge. By turn
landscape architect and choreographer, his works belong to the intersection of both creative processes and
he weaves his artistic practice in the relationship between the place, the subject, and the ethereal. For him,
landscape and dance come in resonance through a sensory, proprioceptive and intuitive approach.
Besides his landscape architecture teaching and consulting work, Pedro creates dance installations and
performances he has presented in international festivals, such as DDD festival (Dias da Dança) at Porto,
FIDCU at Montevideo, museums, like Serralves Foundation, Prague National Gallery, theatres, nonconventional venues, and urban and rural landscapes. The dance/installations Transhumance H+, The
Man Who Planted Winds, Tool-Trans-Body, Talking Lazaro, Eu-Globulus, 8_15_23 and Haute-Tension
are pertinent highlights that reflect his artistic path. How man transform the environment he's inserted in
and how this transformed environment conditions man is one of the key questions on Pedro’s work.
Pedro is now based at the Cévennes and Porto. After a degree in Landscape Architecture in Lisbon and
Helsinki, dance degree in Dundee and Prague (where he was awarded INOV-Art grant for artistic
crossings), we worked as a dancer and landscape architect in Prague and Berlin. Lately, after having
finished the MA program ex.e.r.ce at the National Choreographic Centre of Montpellier deepening his
research on Landscape, Dance and other stories, he continues his artistic work towards the notions of in
betweenness, non place and free will. He works as interpreter and collaborator and has worked with
Antonjia Livingstone, Martha Moore, Fabrice Ramalingom, Joclécio Azevedo, Mette Ingvartsen, Christine
Quoiraud, Berrak Yedek, among others. Pedro also works as a dance dramaturge and shares his practice
through workshops for professional dancers, dance schools, the general public and social, pedagogical and
psychological institutions.
Jorge Queijo — sound composition and interpretation
[https://jorgequeijo.bandcamp.com]
Born in Tras-os-Montes, Queijo is an Oporto based musician. He moves among the worlds of Africa
ancestral percussion, drums, electronic music, free jazz, improvising music, workshop leadership. His
works include live performances, recordings, sound and video installations, and composition works. As a
musician he plays in the bands Torto, Os Príncipes, SSS-Q, Tubab and Evols. He received am MMus in
Music Leadership from the London Guildhall School of Music and Drama and a BA in Jazz from the
Oporto College of Music. He also studied Gamelan at ISI Yogyakarta sponsored by the Indonesia
Embassy and coordinate with Maria Mónica the Gamelan Ensemble of Casa da Música do Porto.
Jorge got interested in composing music for video and installations with an emphasis on experiences of
the human body. So he created the installation Blind Box highlighting the importance of sound in roads
experienced by blind people and created the performance 1.12mm in the Brain, based on experiences with
magnetic resonance imaging and encephalograms. He composes as well music for dance performances
and worked in collaboration with Yoshio Mashida, Aqui Avec Gabriel, Cal Lyall, Burkhard Beins, Susana
Santos Silva, Maria Mónica, Angélica Salvi, Gustavo Costa, João Guimarães, Sérgio Carolino, Jorge
Coelho, Miguel Ramos, André Fernandes, Frtiz Hauser, Chris Corsano, Nate Wooley, Hugo Antunes,
Nuno Alves, B. Fleischmann, Liz Allbee, Duncan Speakman, Sara Anderson, Hofesh Shechter, Peixe,
Henrique Fernandes, João Filipe Pais.

Jorge continues to develop and extensive activity as educator and mentor and collaborates with the
Education Department of Casa da Música. He is part of Factor E - Casa da Música education program,
co-responsible for the creation, development and promotion of interactive workshops, performances and
other activities such as Gamelan and percussion workshops, music within communities with special needs
and music within specific contexts. Since 2013 he teaches at the Tokyo Bunka Kaikan in Japan, where he
develops an educational program based on Casa da Música's educational program.
Carolina Martins — text, production and interpretation
[www.carolinamartins.space]
Carolina Martins holds a degree in Art Studies and a post-graduate degree in Literary and Cultural
Studies (University of Coimbra). She currently holds a doctoral scholarship from FCT and is currently
a doctoral student in the FCT PhD Programme in Advanced Studies in Materialities of Literature at
the School of Arts and Humanities at the University of Coimbra.
She is currently writing a thesis on the perspectives of spatiality in graphic narrative installations,
which focus on the potential of architectonic spaces as narration agents through an interactional
dynamics with other spaces (paper, screen) that contributes for the development and unfolding of the
narrative itself. The thesis will have a practice-based chapter for which the installation “VAST/O”,
with Natalie Woolf, is being produced.
She also collaborates in fields such as contemporary dance and comics and her personal creative views
are better expressed through photography work.

Sofia Marques Ferreira — video-art and interpretation
[www.sofiamarquesferreira.com]
Sofia Marques Ferreira is the founder and artistic director of Solea Films. She works with video,
performance and installation. Born in Lisbon, begins at Centro em Movimento her study of contemporary
dance. Highlights contact improvisation with Didier Silhol and somatic practices with Stephanie Maher
and Kathleen Hermesdorf. Concludes photography at Ar.Co, Center for Art and Visual Communication.
At University of Westminster, Faculty of Media, Arts and Design, London, supported by an UK
scholarship, studies film directing and scriptwriting with Peter Dukes, Andy Powell and Steve Brookes.
Her research, writing and art practices centre around intersectionality and embodied narratives. Works
for V&A Images and Pulse Films at Soho, London. Researcher at Center of Cultural Studies, Performing
Arts and Audiovisual, University of Lisbon, regularly exhibits and collaborates with Culturgest, Fundação
Calouste Gulbenkian, Teatro São Luiz, Centro Cultural de Belém, Madame Teatro, Colectivo 84, Queer
Cinema International Festival, Cumplicidades Contemporary Dance Festival, New York Video Art and
Experimental Film Festival. "Memories of Ophelia's Body" was detached at Frames Festival (2013), Porto,
Dança Em Foco Festival (2014), Brazil, and Jumping Frames Festival (2014), China. Organizes
"POSTE//videoart" collective exhibition supported by Extéril Foundation, Lisbon. At STHLM Dansfilm
Festival, Stockholm, exhibits "Lifecries", an exercise on moving image and the camera as extension of the
body. For Blaenk Minds, a Berlin based audio-visual duo, develops evocative motion imagery fusing sight
and sound. Solea Films is Blanca Escoda, Nayana Fernandez and Sofia Marques Ferreira.

Julen Barrenengoa — somatic practices and interpretation
Born at the Spanish Basque Country, Julen is a holistic therapist, body consciousness and Yoga instructor
and vocational dancer. His curiosity on the human body began while studying physiotherapy. Along side
he developed a great interest on therapist care and healthy being in general. Take the perspective of the
human body as a whole and not as a ensemble of fragments, Julen is specialised on GDS muscular chain
therapy that lead him to study Body Mind Centring. Here it began is motivation on learning dance and
the body in movement. He was formed on Contact Improvisation with Nancy Stark Smith, Urs Stauffer,
Mandoline Whittlesey, Mirva Mäkinen, Yann Lheureux, Ray Chung, Patricia Kuypers, among others.
Living in Montpellier, he explores the method of Jackie and Dennis Taffanel on their somatic approach to
the fascia in relation to movement and space.
After three years of learning Yoga on as autodidact, he decided to conclude three Yoga formations:
Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga with Ashtanga Sadhana school of Arnaud Kancel; Nidrâ Yoga and the Yoga
Mantra with André Riehl still in Montpellier.
All these practises allow Julen to study the body in movement with passion, by keeping a subtle, lucid,
open, available and precise approach to dance.
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video stills from the installation, by Sofia Marques Ferreira

Contacts:
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carolina.martins@sekoia.pt
00351 96 227 98 93

